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You have the ambition. You have the vision.
Our crew will support you every step of the way.

Cantella & Co. Inc. | Cantella.com | Member FINRA/SIPC

Cantella has been navigating
these waters for years. You can
count on us to be right there
with you—through stormy seas
or smooth sailing.
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We provide everything you need—
and nothing you don’t.
Cantella & Co., Inc., is an employee-owned RIA and broker/dealer with teams
across the United States, and we wrote the book on going independent over
30 years ago, helping hundreds of advisors move away from wirehouses and
corporate firms to achieve TRUE independence.
What we provide: Forward-thinking and relationship-driven people, dedicated
to helping financial professionals build client-centric practices by providing
cutting edge custom-built technology, flexible affiliation models with three
top-tier clearing providers, and responsive, personalized home office support.
What we don’t provide: pressure to sell proprietary products and services,
oppressive and inflexible compliance, complex and confusing compensation
structures, or limits on your success.
Ever since Vin Cantella founded our firm in 1952, we’ve established a proud
record for visionary thinking and an unsurpassed history of being a champion
of the independent financial professional business model. We’re also proud of
the stability in our C-Suite—our senior leaders have all been working together
at Cantella for 20 years.
At Cantella, relationships are our most important investment.
We’re not for sale, and we’ll be with you every step of the way.

Jennie Devlin, President

Jay Lanstein, Chief Executive Officer
and Chief Information Officer
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Three Top-Tier Clearing Partnerships
We maintain clearing relationships with 3
of the industry’s largest clearing and custody
firms—BNY Mellon | Pershing, Fidelity Clearing
& Custody Solutions (National Financial Services),
and Raymond James Custody & Clearing.
This arrangement allows you and your clients
the flexibility to access a boundless selection of
investment products and platforms. Because of
our unique perspective, we can help you select
the platform (or platforms) that best suits your
business and client needs.

“Independent” Doesn’t Mean “You’re On Your Own”
Cantella is uniquely situated to support independent financial advisors,
because we ourselves are truly independent. Unlike the corporate firms
and wirehouses, we’re employee-owned—not controlled by venture
capital or publicly traded, and we’re definitely NOT for sale.
That independence allows us to take a more long-term approach, focusing
on building relationships with advisors, listening, and helping them build
valuable, successful businesses. We take a consultative, open-minded
approach to everything from compliance to technology to products,
because we believe every advisor and every client has unique needs.
We’ve always stayed true to who we are: a
firm that’s big enough to provide the support
and technology you need to grow, but not
too big to develop personal relationships
and understand your business.
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Whether your clients are middle class, mass affluent, high
net worth, institutional, or a little bit of everything, we have
the solutions you need to serve them. And with no quotas
or bonuses for pushing proprietary products, you have the
freedom to recommend what’s best for them.
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Investments
Your clients have unique needs, so we give you access to an entire
universe of products and services to meet them.

ETFs and Stocks

Mutual Funds

Variable Annuities

Access the full market of
listed, over-the-counter,
options, as well as
occasional syndicate
access to new issue
closed-end funds
and equities.

Over 20,000 mutual fund
families and the full
array of share classes they
offer—A shares, C shares,
529s, no-transaction fee
funds, no load funds,
institutional share classes,
ESG funds, donor advised
funds, and more.

We have an expansive
list of relationships with
insurance companies
available for you to work
with on your variable
annuity purchases.

Advisory Platforms

Our extensive selection of platforms, tools, and products has been carefully
selected to provide a solution for every client—and advisor. Cantella
Managed Investments (CMI) is our proprietary, customized platform built
to enhance the scope and value of your advisory offering.
Through CMI and our other supported third-party platforms, you’ll
have the ability to create and manage portfolios, including separately
managed accounts (SMAs), strategist-guided portfolios, multi-disciplined
accounts (MDAs), as well as unified managed accounts (UMAs) that offer
a combination of these approaches within a single account. These can
be managed on a discretionary or non-discretionary basis.
View our Advisory Options Brochure for more information.

“

The support and advice I’ve received from Cantella have been
instrumental in helping me grow my business. Last year, they connected
me with an advisor looking for a successor, which led to a successful
book acquisition that has increased my client base and led to new
opportunities. The CMI advisory platform has also been critical in helping
me to greatly increase the operational efficiencies in my practice, while
adding new clients and continuing to provide my existing clients with the
best service and support.
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”
Jill Haueter,
Financial Advisor
Chagrin Falls, OH

Fixed Income
We have an excellent in-house Capital Markets team, as well as access
to our clearing partners’ comprehensive inventories throughout the Fixed
Income marketplace. You’ll have access to an extensive inventory of US
government securities, municipal bonds, corporate bonds, CDs, UITs,
preferred stocks, syndicate offerings, new corporate and municipal issues,
and more.

Retirement Plans
Access to a wide selection of platform providers for both advisory and
commission-based 401(k)s, 403(b)s, 457s, SIMPLE IRAs, SEP IRAs, and more.
We also provide support to help you identify new potential opportunities
and support existing plans.

Insurance and Protection Products
You can leverage the platform, product selection and expertise of an
FMO of your own choosing, or leverage one of our trusted relationships.
Our partners provide pre-sale support with product information, case
design, illustrations, quotes, and solutions from basic product and
solution comparisons to more complex scenarios. With the exception of
indexed products, Cantella does not take an override on non-securities
insurance business.
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Financial Planning
We support financial planners in a variety of ways. First of all, we won’t
lock you into proprietary planning software. Keep using the platform
you’re comfortable with—we support them all!
Whether you work with comprehensive financial planning, ongoing
consultative services, institutional financial plans, or subscription-based
services, we’ll support you from a technology, operational, billing, and
compliance/supervision standpoint.

Institutional Capabilities
Cantella is well versed in supporting advisors working with institutional
clients. We understand the nature of the business and the difference in
dealing with institutions vs retail clients and are experienced in DVP
settlements and allocations, trading in all areas of the fixed income
market, and specialized account paperwork.

Client Offerings
Cash Management Accounts

Health Savings Accounts

Leverage cash management solutions
to seamlessly bring your clients’ cash
and brokerage accounts together in
one, simplified location for a more
complete picture of their finances
where they can take advantage of
checking, debit cards, overdraft
protection, mobile check deposit,
and more.

(HSAs)
Help your clients meet their medical
costs and retirement needs with these
flexible, tax-advantaged accounts.
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High Net-Worth Solutions
Cantella advisors have access to sophisticated strategies, services,
and products to serve clients with family wealth, corporate executives,
business owners, athletes, artists, entertainers, and those with
sudden wealth.

Services include:
Private Banking
Liability Management
and access to a wide
range of customized
credit options for virtually
any borrowing need—
business expansion,
major purchases,
emergency expenses,
and cash flow fluctuations.
You can provide your
clients with the ability to
generate liquidity without
interrupting the
investment strategy,
thereby helping you
better serve the
complex needs of high
net worth investors.

Philanthropic
Solutions

Fully Paid
Lending

Build deeper, stronger
relationships with
clients by helping
them establish a
legacy and achieve
their charitable goals.

Generate additional
income in client
portfolios by lending
qualifying assets to
the clearing firm.
Financial institutions
will typically seek to
borrow securities
that are considered
“hard to borrow” due
to limited supply to
support a trading
strategy, cover
short sales, or satisfy
customer possession
and control
requirements.
Investors who lend
their shares have the
freedom to trade as
usual and sell them
at any time without
prior notice.

Trust Services
A wide array of
solutions to handle
most personal trust
needs, whether full
trustee, agent-fortrustee, or trust
reporting services
through a choice of
some of the nation’s
most highly regarded
corporate trustees.
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PRACTICE SUPPORT AND
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
You’re not just running a practice—you’re managing a
business, and doing so as effectively and efficiently as
possible is the key to consistent growth. Regardless of
your career stage, Cantella provides a variety of tools and
support, and our experienced consultants will work with
you to build your business, serve your clients, and help
you reach your goals.
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Transition Support
Our team will work with you to create a custom transition strategy for
your book, and then work either on-site or remotely to streamline the
transfer of assets and enable you to focus on maintaining your client
relationships. We’ll work with you to map over your current book of
business, as well as continue to be a resource post-transition, helping
you come up with solutions or research new investment ideas.

Marketing & Communications Support
Need help defining and designing your brand? Creating a digital
marketing strategy? Implementing a client segmentation and
communication strategy? Our team can help with it all, from advice
on how to get started to connecting you with our extensive list of
preferred pricing vendors.

Refining the Client Experience
This business is all about relationships, and
with evolving technology and changing
consumer preferences, it’s important to
create a smooth, streamlined experience
for your clients. Our advanced tech platform
allows for much of the client onboarding and
account maintenance to be available
digitally, and we can share best practices
and help you define an efficient and easy
service model that will delight your clients.

“

Cantella’s transition team has always been terrific—they’re extremely
knowledgeable and experienced. In every case, they have gone all out to
ensure advisors feel supported and informed about the process, always
ready to answer any and all questions. As our team continues to add
advisors, many with wirehouse backgrounds, Cantella always ensures that
the experience is organized, and as turnkey as possible, allowing them to
get up and running quickly. They make going independent easy.
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”
Mark McGonagle,
Managing Director,
Chestnut Hill Wealth
Management Group
Boston, MA

Portfolio Analytics and Product Consulting
Because our technology platform is fully integrated, we can help you
view your entire business from a new perspective, providing analysis
that reveals insights into strengths, areas for potential improvement,
and growth opportunities.

Practice Valuation and Succession Planning
Your business is your most valuable asset. We’ll help you understand
its value with a complimentary valuation, and then help you plan a
way to grow strategically to reach your goals. And as you grow, we’ll also
help you make a plan to protect and capitalize on what you’ve built with
comprehensive succession planning support—whether that’s bringing
on a partner, hiring a potential successor, or locating a buyer.

Thought Leadership
Our extensive in-house knowledge base combined with our network
of resources throughout the industry gives you and your clients access
to coordinated macroeconomic, capital markets, and asset allocation
guidance. You’ll get insight on the economy and policy, markets and
investing, retirement and longevity, estate and charitable planning,
family and life events, lifestyle and technology, tax planning, and
business ownership.

In-house Technology Support
Whether you need a simple password reset or a full
consultation on which office technology you’ll need,
we’ve got you covered. No offshore call centers here—
our technology team is in-house and they’re a critical part
of our home office. They’re highly qualified and trained
to help with any issue you might encounter, and they’re
easily accessible via phone, email, chat, or can even
remote access into your computer to diagnose issues—
it’s like having an IT specialist right down the hall!
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TECHNOLOGY AND PLATFORM
SOLUTIONS
When it comes to technology, we don’t attempt to reinvent
the wheel. We just make sure the wheels are all working in
harmony and moving your business in the right direction.
We built our tech stack from the ground up, fully integrated
with clearing provider platforms, and with financial advisors
providing input on every piece. And our systems are
pandemic-tested—when we transitioned to remote work,
our service and workflows didn’t miss a beat.
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Data Aggregation
and document vault
Compensation
and Business
Intelligence
analytics and
reporting

Cantella’s
GlobalView

Business
Processing,
e-signature and
Workflow

Our proprietary portal and dashboard
integrate seamlessly with clearing and custody
providers, advisory platforms, CRMs, and the rest of
your office technology, giving you the freedom to build
the technology solution that works best for you.

Website
design and
hosting

Performance

Email
hosting

Financial
Planning

Your Complete
Financial Practice Platform

Advisory
Platform

Comprehensive, flexible, and user-friendly.

CRM

Marketing
Support

Clearing/Custody

Investment
and Retirement
Products and
Support

Choose from Raymond James,
Pershing or Fidelity
Client
Account
Access

Money
movement
Trading/Account
activity
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Cantella’s GlobalView Advisor Portal
This portal is the hub of our tech platform. The dashboard is fully integrated
with direct feeds from clearing and custody firms, direct business carriers,
and insurance carriers, providing full visibility to every aspect of your business.

Dashboard with visibility to:
• Account alerts color coded by urgency
• T
 rac Workflow Tracking System: View the
status of account paperwork from submission
through completion, with detailed real time
updates
•  Production Dashboard: View your compensation
down to the penny at both the practice and
account level, including trail commissions
• Analyze

your book: asset growth, from
commission to advisory-based business,
and more
• Account

Search and Account Profile: Centralizes
account information for the life of the account—
activity, holdings, document vault, risk tolerance,
investment objectives, statements, client notes,
account alerts, links to emails sent to or from
client, householded accounts, historical valuation
tool, and more. Data is broken down by trades,
money market sweeps, deposits and withdrawals
or dividends, and capital gains

Portal provides a quick,
convenient point of
access to:
• C
 antella Managed
Investments (CMI) Platform
• e
 Signature and Secure File
Exchange Platform
• P
 aperless Advertising
Submission
• Forms Library
• T
 ransitions and Practice
Management Resources
• O
 ne-click Tech Support
via Chat, Phone, or Email
• A
 suggestion box that
goes directly to the senior
management team

• N
 otifications for conferences, webinars,
memos, client birthdays, and more

“

I can’t imagine receiving the level of service I get from Cantella anywhere
else. From senior leadership on down, they are 100% focused on helping
advisors serve clients and are always willing to go the extra mile for us.
Whether I have an urgent client request, a technology question, or just
need information about a product, there’s always someone at Cantella to
help me out, and they’re always happy to do so. A great example of their
responsiveness is the Suggestion Box. It’s not just lip service to being
collaborative—ideas that I’ve submitted for a platform improvement have
actually been implemented!
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”
Bradford Pine,
President,
Bradford Pine
Wealth Group
Garden City, NY

CRM Tool
Our portal’s account system provides basic CRM functions such as Client Notes,
Contact Tracking, and Client Vault. We also welcome all of the major third-party
options, so you can choose the one that works best for your business, including
(but not limited to):
• Redtail

• SalesForce

• HighRise

• SmartOffice

• Office365

• Pareto

Client Account Access and Performance Reporting
Our portal and fully integrated clearing partners (Fidelity, Pershing, and Raymond
James) make it easy for you and your clients to view performance, account activity
and documents, deposit checks, and much more.
• Fidelity: Wealthscape
• Pershing: NetX360
• Raymond James: Advisor Access/Client Access
• Advisory Accounts: Cantella Managed Investments (CMI) Platform

Is it time to start planning your future at Cantella?
Get in touch at 800-653-0391 or branchrecruiting@cantella.com to learn more.
Cantella & Co. Inc. | Cantella.com | Member FINRA/SIPC. A Registered Investment Adviser.

